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Abstract: When Persons interact, non-verbal cues are used
to direct the attention of persons towards the object of
interest. Achieving joint attention this way is an important
aspect of natural communication. Most importantly, it
allows to couple verbal description with the visual
appearance, in present proposed work the development and
implementation of Real Time selection of objects is done by
finger pointing using Matlab Software. In order to achieve
the desired user interaction, we developed the system in
Matlab. The present work as a whole consists of finding the
object recognition by the person in the real time. Our model
achieves this by dsign a advance local descriptor binary
Which divide image in gride, whenever image is 2-d or 3-d
in real time. The image result is verify by LDB graph. This
LDB is then scrutinized for the possibilities of it passing
through various object blobs represented by different
condition which have predefined coordinates and color.
The object through which the LDB passes is selected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection and recognition is a basic application
domain of image processing and computer vision. In Present
work elaborates on the various algorithms and techniques
used to implement the real time selection. One of the most
attractive skill of human visual system is that it can recognize
object and identify their position in 3D.Researchers are
pursuing many challenging task in general out of which
object reorganization is the most challenging task. For many
year’s it have been and still is an area of extensive research.
The term “object detection” and “object recognition” are
used in many different applications and algorithms. The
common proceeding of most of the schemes is that, given
some knowledge about the appearance of certain objects, one
or more images are examined in order to evaluate which
objects are presents and where. Apart from that, however,
each application has specific requirements and constraints.
Recognizing objects in images is one of the main areas of
application of image processing and computer vision. While
the term “object recognition” is widely used, it is worthwhile
to take a closer look what is meant by this term. Essentially,
most of the research related to object recognition have in
common that one or more images are examined in order to
evaluate which objects are present and where. So usually
have some knowledge about the appearance of the objects to
be searched (the model, which has been created in advance).
As a special case appearing quite often, the model database
contains only one object class and therefore the task is
simplified to decide whether an instance of this specific
objects class is present and, if so, where. The present work is
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detection of objects and to recognize them. To achieve this,
subtract the object from background and found their position
in the plane. Also selection of pre-defined objects is done to
prevent these from being counted
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In recent years, many computer vision based approaches for
object detection and selection to deal various applications are
proposed. Researchers are trying to develop robust
background modeling algorithm to recognize the background
and select the moving object. Computer-vision based object
detection and selection offers an alternative to these other
methods. The first and common problem of all computervision systems is to separate object from a background scene
(determine the foreground and the background). Many
methods are proposed to resolve this problem. Several
suggest object detection systems use multiple cameras (most
of the time 2) to help with this process.
This part will just give an idea of all the research during
these last few years to resolve this complicated problem
which is object detection and select them. In fact, thanks to
the fast evolution of detection, it is possible to detect object
in real time and select them using computer vision even if
the process is extremely costly in terms of computing
operations and resources.
It has been proposed in the literature that a 3D Object
retrieval and recognition approach using discriminative
probabilistic modeling. They proposed to builds GMMs
based on the views of each object and then accomplishes
retrieval and recognition based on the distance between
GMMs.The test performed and observed result on three
datasets, namely the ETH , NTH and PSB datasets.GMM has
fixed number of Gaussian components, so approach is better
than the best result obtained when using fixed number of
Gaussian components in almost all cases.[11] .
In the proposed work they developed and demonstrated a
new moment invariant approach for object recognition in real
scenes, the invariance nature of moment invariants against
linear transformations made it suitable for recognition of
objects with different pose and appearances. Qualitative with
quantitative measurements demonstrated the better
performance of the proposed recognition approach in real
scenes.[12] It has been proposed in the literature that for 3D
object recognition using AFoVs.The new approach has been
strengthened in several ways by eliminating unrealistic views
using rigidity constraints, representing the space of views
that an object can produce more compactly and efficiently
using two-stage scheme based on indexing and learning and
improved by hypothesis testing.[25]
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Krystiam Mikolajczyk ,”It has presented an approach capable
of detecting multiple object classes simultaneously in images
using a single hierarchical codebook representation for all
object classes .In the proposed work an efficient method for
building object class representation and for recognition .It
was found that the influence of various detector parameters
and demonstrated that careful selection of feature detector
clustering method and probabilistic model are equally
important and can lead toto significant improvements.[32]
Although covariance matching is much more flexible in that
it can be used in a variety of recognition tasks, the approach
requires careful selection of feature vectors and its
computational cost is potentially high. On the other hand, the
solution Jmaa and Mahdi proposed is limited to only handdigit recognition. However, the implementation of this
approach is relatively easier and requires less processing. In
addition to the Jmaa and Mahdi method, there are numerous
applications that use polygon approximation to detect
convexity points for hand- digit recognition.[4],The
combined approach will be more accurate, especially in
hand-digit recognition system.
It has been proposed in the literature that a feature
construction method for general object recognition according
to it the ECO features algorithm currently is the best feature
construction method for general object recognition there are
many improvements that could be made.[7]
Kirt Lillywhite ,”It has been shown that ECO features
generalize well across datasets based only on a set of basic
image transforms” [13], Result show that ECO features have
high discriminative properties for target objects and that the
performance of each dataset was either superior or
comparable to state of the art methods. However we believe
that ECO features can be further expanded and improved
with addition of other image transforms.
Another popular stream within the segmentation community
is interactive segmentation [9]. In this case a user indicates
directly in an image where the object is, e.g. by drawing a
box around it, or selecting a point in the object. The
segmentation is executed, and given the resulting segment,
the user has the possibility to further refine the segment. As
the name suggests, a human has to be present and directly
interact with the image, something that is undesirable in a
robotics scenario.
G.T. Toussaint. “The Three-Coin Algorithm for Convex
Hulls of Polygons” [15] is used to find the convex hull of a
hand.
III. OBJECTIVE OF PROPOSE WORK
The goals of the present proposed work is detection of object
and to recognize them. To achieve this, subtract the object
from background and found their position in the plane. Also
selection of pre-define objects is done to prevent these from
being counted. Methods for selections of objects have been
proposed by other groups and teams before. Selected
methods will be detected object as well as being able to select
object in a real-time environment. This limits the complexity
of methods for detection, tracking and classification that can
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be implemented. Today, a lot of research has been published
in order to resolve such problem which is count people using
Kinect Xbox 360. This is not a simple task, there are some
situations difficult to solve even with today's computer
speeds (the algorithm has to operate in real-time so it makes
limits for the complexity of methods for detection and
selection). May be one of the most difficult is detection of
object. It is very hard to detect the object and select this by
pointing. So the main focus in the present proposed work is
to separate the object from the back ground and select it by
pointing. So in the present proposed work a detection of
object and selection of it will be done with the algorithms
developed by us.
Approach to the propose work
In the proposed work to design object vector Microsoft
visual studio will used. It is an integrated development
environment (IDE) from Microsoft. Visual Studio supports
different programming languages by means of languages
services, which allow the code editor and debugger to
support (to varying degrees) nearly any programming
language, provided a language-specific service exists. Builtin languages include(Matlab). Some important steps of
present work are as mentioned below:Different researchers
used different techniques to build this system, present
approach is primarily focused on the study of object
detection & recognition using computer vision technique.

Figure 4.1
1) In present proposed work detection approach for object is
“The Douglas Peucker Algorithm Line Simplification
revaluation through visualization.”
2) “The Trace coin Algorithm for convex hulls of polygons”
are found to be more adequate.We can use other algorithm if
the above mentioned algorithm do not work properly.
3) The main steps in the proposed approach which is
demonstrated in figure 4.1 below.
4) To quantitfy the performance of the hand digit recognition
algorithm in the aforementioned restrictions a confusion
matrix based on a set of 36 still images was computed. The
testing image set consists of six images for each digit, and
the six images represent two sets of conditions, with each set
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produced by a different person.
I.
Gesture represented using the right hand.
II.
Gesture represented using the left hand.
III.
Gesture that is slightly rotated.
5) The proposed work is in the real time so we have to make
a data sheet this portion is not done presently data collection
is pending from my side.
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